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1 Introduction 

Due to a remarkable progress in experimental techniques, the new family of 
small Fermi systems (SFS) (metal clusters, fullerencs, helium clusters and 
quantum dots) was discovered about ten years ago. As was established, 
these Fermi systems have a striking similarity with atomic nuclei (see re
views and conference proceedings [1-9)). The most remarkable feature of 
new SFS is that they possess a mean field of the same kind a.s in atomic 
nuclei which allows one to investigate SFS by nuclear theory methods. If 
recent investigations of SFS have mainly been limited to atoms and atomic 
nuclei, our present. possibilities have become much wider. We have really 
obtained a good chance for studying both a common behavior of SFS and 
a wonderful variety of their properties. 

In the present paper, the particular properties of the new SFS as well as 
the application of nuclear physics methods to their description are briefly 
reviewed. The properties ~f the new SFS and atomic nuclei arc continually 
compared. The main attention is paid to metal clusters (MC) or, more 
precisely, to E).. giant resonances (GR) in this system. In Sec.2, the sketch 
of basic properties of MC as well as the perspectives of their investigation 
arc given. Scc.3 is devoted to the description of E).. GRin MC. In Sec.3 
the properties of fullerenes, helium clusters and quantum dots are outlined. 
In Scc.4 the conclusions arc presented. 

2 First description of MC 

MC are bound systems consisting of atoms of certain metals. We will con
sider here MC composed from atoms of alkali metals (sodium, potassium 
etc.). In alkali metals, valence electrons are weakly coupled with the ions 
and thus are not strongly locali~ed in space, like nucleons in atomic nuclei. 
The mean path of valence electrons is of the same order of magnitude as 
the size of MC. As a result, there arc good conditions for forming in MC a 
mean field of the same kind as in atomic nuclei. Valence electrons can be 
considered as counterparts on nucleons in a nucleus. Just valence electrons 
determine the quantum properties of MC. 

It is convenient to regard a cluster as a system of valence electrons in 
a field of positively charged ions. For alkali metals the ion lattice can, 
to good accuracy, be replaced by a uniform distribution of the positive 
charge over duster's volume (jellium approximation). The ionic jellium is 
"frozen", i.e. has no any intrinsic excitations. The jellium approximation 
greatly simplifies an investigation of MC. It works best for sodium clusters 
where the coupling of valence electrons with ions is especially weak. 
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Some basic characteristics of ).1C are presented below (in atomic llTJits 

of energy, 1 a.u.= 2Ry = 27.2 eV, and length, I ILU.= !1
2 /me2 = 0.529.4 = 

0.529 .1Q- 10m). The MC radius is given by R = rws. JV1i'l. Hen', N is the 

number of atoms in the duster; rws is the WigiH~r Seits radius that. is 

connected with the bulk density n+ by the expression n+ = (4/3Irr[1.8 )· 1 

In what follows, we will mainly consider sodium dusters. For sodium. 

rws = 3.93 a.u. and the radii of sodium dusters with l'\=20-200 an' lH'

tween 5.6 12.2 A. The ionization potential (the minimal energy ton'

move an electron from MC) of a sodium duster ifi 3-4.5 eV. Sodium atom 

is monovalent. So, in sodium clusters N = N1, wlu·re I\'c is th(' nurnlH'r of 
valeno~ electrons in the cluster. 

Let us outline the perspectives of the :l\1C studiefi (see reviews [3, 7] awl 
references therein). 

1) MC with N ~20000 and more have already been produced. Thus. 

we have now a unique chance for studying all thC' way from a sing:lP at o111 

(through clusters) to a bulk. 
2) Small clusters are quantum systems whilP large 11C an· mon~ clas

sical ones. So, 1./fC provide a possibility for studying the transition from 

quantum to classical behavior of SFS. 
3) About 30 shells have been discovered in MC which is much morP t.hau 

in nuclei and atoms. As a result, there are wide possibilities for inw•st.i

gation of the physical nature of quantum shells, namely, of the connection 

of quantum shells with their classical counterparts- periodic orhit.s [10]. 

Besides shells, the supershells have been predicted [11] and then observed 

experimentally [12] in MC. Supershells can exist only in sufficiPntly large 

systems (N > 1000). It is clear that this effpct is impossible' in atoms a.wl 

nuclei. 
4) Like nuclei, MC with open shells have quadrupole deformation. Tlu· 

experiments have revealed both prolate and oblate spheroidal shapes, as 

well as -y-deformation. There arc theoretical predictions of lwxadecapole 

and octupole deformations in MC [13,14]. JVIC provide a unique chanc(' for 

studying shapes of Fermi systems with a large number of particles. 

5) Like nuclei, positively charged MC exhibit. a spontaneous fission. 

Using the clusters with the charge Z ~ + 14, the critical value of Z 2 / N "' 
1/8 has been empirically fmmd (as compared with t.}w value Z 2j1\l......, 49 in 

nuclei). 
6) The pairing in MC, as a possible origin of the experimentally detected 

even-odd difference in thf' ionization potential (at temperatnrP 100-GOO K), 

is now discussed (see [15] and refs. therein). T1H~ discovery of pairing in 
MC could have far-n~aching consequences as a new manifestation of high

temperatun· superconductivity. 
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7) MC an' rather attractive for investigation of thermal effects. Since 
in ~~viC the mass of the ions is much larger than the mass of the valence 
clectrons 1 almost all thermal energy is contained in ions. As a result, 
valence electrons can be considered as a subsystem embedded into the 
thNmal hath. U nlikc nudei, we have here the exact ca..'le of the canonical 
l'llsembl('. 

8) TheEl GR has been observed experimentally in a variety of clusters: 
small and large, spherical and deformed, neutral and charged. There arc 
also theoretical predictions for EO, multipole E>.(>. > 1) and magnetic GR. 
However, experimental data for these GR arc rather scarce and unreliable. 
GR in MC arc di~Kusscd in detail in Sec.3. 

9) MC of thr mixed type, i.e., including atoms of different metals, can 
exist. The study of mixed MC is quite interesting in connection with 
possible practical applications (new alloys, etc.). 

10) Since MC resemble atomic nuclei, a lot of models and approaches 
intensively used in nuclear theory can, after some modification, be effec
tively applied to studying MC. At the present time, the modified Nilsson 
single-particle potential (for small clusters) [5,16] and Woods-Saxon po
tential [11,13,14] (for both small and large clusters) are widely used. The 
liquid-drop model is used for investigation of fission in MC. The equilib
rium deformatiow; are calculated by Strutinsky's shell-correction method 
[13,14]. It is interesting that this method is more suitable for MC than 
for nuclei. The point is that, unlike nuclei, the Fermi level in MC is in 
the middle of the potential wall (EFccmi = -3eV, Vo = -6eV). As are
sult, the influence of quasi-bound single-particle levels is weaker in MC 
than in nuclei, which improves the accuracy of the shell-correction calcula
tions. The BCS method as well as the particle-number-projection method 
are used for investigation of possible pairing effects [15]. Different ap
proaches are applied to the description of GRin MC: the sum-rule method 
(SRM), the vibrating-potential model (VPM), various forms of the ran
dom phase approximation (RPA) (including the full RPA, the local RPA 
and the schematic RPA), different versions of the self-consistent models, 
large-ha..'lis shell model, interacting-boson model, fluid-dynamical models 
and others (see refs. in [3,7]). This is practically the same set of models 
which is used for studying GR in nuclei. 

3 Giant resonances in MC 

As compared with atomic nuclei, GR. in MC have some important pecu
liarities. 

1) GR represent practically a single type of collective motion which 
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has hecn ohscrved iu lviC. ln principle, d<'formcd dusters nm rot at<'. nut 
a very large valne of tlu_~ moment. of inertia n~:-nlts iu V<'l':V small \·a!tws of 
rotational energies which, heing of tlw sanH' oul('!' of Ill<tgnitwk as thcrm<d 
energy, are difficult to he observf'd. 

2) Since the rotational bands ar<' not ohsr'rvr'd in :\-IC, the dPformatiou 
splitting of El GR. is practically a siuglc direct ma.nifcst.al ion of qnadrnpolt' 
prolate and oblate deformation in clustJ>rs. 

3) Like in at oms, t.h(' spin-orbit iutnactiou in .\IC is negligible <Ltld 

tlw spin and orbit collectiv<' modes ar<' \Vf'll dccoupkd. As a n'sult. tlw 
invct~t.igation of orbital collccti ve modes in j\IC is mtwlt I'<L'>if'r t !tall itt Jtuclt•i. 

This fcatnre if-i important ctlso for application of flnid-d_\'llillllii'a] and st'!f
consist.ent modrls whir·ll. as a 111lt~. do uol t.ake illto :H·t·onu1 .spin degn'l'."> 
of frr>edom. 

·1) In mH·ki, th" invest-igation of i'Ollcdin' excitation.'> i:-. oft.t·ll i'ompli
cat.cd hy the need to n'st.orc r.h1: translational cutd roLttimtal illYariatwt'.o.; 

violated h:v the model Hamiltonian. In '.\IC. th(• ltla:-.s (JfYa]i'Jlt'i' t•lt•t·tnJus i~ 

much small(•r than tlH' m<tss of ioJts il.1Hl.. <ts J'!"·illlt. tilt· problem of n•stora
tion of translat.ional <lTHl rol.ati(lwtl im'a.ri<JJH'I'ci is not so important . 

.J) Physical inlt'l'prl'1.ations of El GH in :l\-I(' ;md Hudci arc n'l'y sillliLtr· 
El GH. in nuclPi i~ <"anscd by the out.-of-phasc traHslations of rwutro11 ;utd 
proton subsystems vYhile El GTI in \lC is a result. of tlH' traw-.lat ions oft ltr' 
valence df'dron snh..,:vst.em wit.b n'spt't't t.o 1 \w io11ic snlJsyst.c•m. ht spilt• of 

this similariqr, the El GH Plli:f!--\:Y in MC irHTr·ases wit.h l\. in ('ontra.st \Yitlt 

tbt' _r\-l;':l dcpt~Jldt']l('(' in Tllldi'i. llliki'rl. -..vitltin tlw sn.:~vL the ('Ji('t'i',_\' of El 
GH in :\lC is written as w' = \/~1:1;·,-;;{1 --- F\~>} wlH•f(' r~,V, = [,.-> 11 dru 11 (r) 

is t.lw rmmlwr of vakn('(~ electrons outsid<' the radius H spf'i'iht•d b.\' Uw 
io11ic jcllium (the so rall('d "spill-ouf' electrons) <tlld n 0 (r) is tlw dt:llsit.,Y nf 
valr·w:e C'lPcLrons. The la.q.',Tr the ''spill-out." (•fft•d, the smalln tlw l'llt'f~.Y 
of tlw El GR. Sinn· tlw numlwr of tht• "spill·out'' Pli'i't.rons rlPcn•ast's \\'i1.h 
~- we have the 1 on~·~pnwling illcrt'asr> in t.lH' El i'xrit.at.ioJI t'Jll'rgy. Tlw 
''spill-out'' dfl'ct :JI;,_, ~, ;-\ cnwial role iu thi' dPscription of EL (;I~ m :\JC' 
[2 !J,I]. 

6) As has ])('I'll shmvn in [17], tlH' fragnH'lltation nf tlH' El c;n 111 \.J(' 
rlqwnds _c,trou~h- un tlw t'lnstt·r·s charge. D1•iug-1lw ~t.ron~cst. iniH'!-','<ttivdy 

charg:r>d clnst.ers. tllt' fragnlt'JJI.ation is drastically rr·duccd vdH'n passillg to 
w:ut.ral awl t.lwtl i.o posii.ivdy chargt:d dnstcrs. Tl1is dkct prtl\'idl's llw 
dtall('C t.o invPstigatP El en nndcr qnit.c favorabk conditions of minimal 
fr<tgmciJ tati IJII. 

Ld ns consider t.hi' l'{'Snlt.s of caknlations for El and E2 GR. oht.<tiw·d 
wit bin t.lli' VP\l. lking wid Ply used intnH'lt'ar physics ( Si'P. i.<' .. [18-22], t.his 
modd was modified for l\IC in [2:3] and t.hPH [!;I~IHT<dizl'd t.o thP dl'scription 



of GRin dnstpn; of any shapP in [7,24.25]. Thr VP~I is tlH· self-consistent 
v<>rsion of t.h<' sdH•mat.ir RPA with a separable rC'sidual interaction. ThP 
s<'lf-consist.<'IIc~· coiHlition betwP<'Il \·ariations of thP ground state (ku::-;it.Y 
and tlH• single-particl<- potential proYidPs t.hP form of rPsidnal fmTPS and tlw 
analytical PXJ>l'Pssiou for thPir stn•11g;th constants. Bf'ing; thr s<>lf-consistrnt 
minoscopicalmo<ll'l, tIll' \ ·r:..I. Ill'\'ert hi' less. dol's not ne<'d timC' consuming 
cain tla t.ions. 

For t h(' I'Xternal fil'ld h.p ( Tl = r-'} ~~~ ( n) ('()lT('Spowling to irrot at ioual 

and div<·rg<'Il('~' free colll'd in· motion (her('. } ·..\~J n) = } ~/1( 0) + d . } ~~/ n). 
} ·..\ 11 (n) is a splH·rical harmonic and d = ±1 ). the maiu \'P).l <'qnations arc 
\\Titt<•n as [7.23-2G] 

H = H0 -1/2I>c/,'''1q,,,(i')(JA_,,(i'). ( 1) ,,, 

( 2) 

(3) 

and 

( 1) 

wlwn• t.h<' ground stat.<· d<•nsity of the valence cll'ctrons is caknlat<•d as 
no(il = Lk I I k > 1:.!, I k > aud fk ar<' t.IH• single-partich• Pig<'llstat<' alHl 
cigem·m·rgy of tlu• static singh•-part.id<' hamiltoniall H0 awl ...._.·1 is tlw root 
of <'qnation (4). Eqs. (1)-(4) d<'snilH' t.h<· Hamiltouiau. thP residnal forces. 
thP inv<'rS<' st.n•ngt.h constant. of t.hese forl'cs awl lh(' disp<'rsion <'qnatiou. 
n~spPctiv<'ly. If tlw Conlomh t.Prm iu (2) is n<'p;l<'d<'<L W<' han· tlu• \'P~I 
<'qnat.ions for isoscalar E>. GRin atomil' tlltl'lt'i [21.22.2.!]. So. the \T'~I is 
snit.ahl<• for st.ndyin~ £). GH in both !\IC awlnndl'i [2-l]. 

In Figs. 1-3 t.h<' r<'sHlt.s of t.h<' VPJ\'1 caknlat.ious for El ami E2 GH iu 
d<•fornwd sodium clnst<'rs (ohlat<' Na 1H and prolat<· .Y11:l<i) an· pn•s<'lllt'd 
(25]. Tlu• calculatious han• lH'<'lllH'rfonw•d with Ill<' "·oods-Saxou siup;k
partide pot.t'nt.ial 

[' 
V{,(i') = '0 

I+ l'.rJI[(r- fl(ll))/ao] 

with fl(l!) = flo( 1 +i!o+i!,} 2o(ll)+;J,} :111 (\l) ). flo = r0 X,' 1" awl \·alu<'-' oft IH· 

paranl!'tr·rs [T0 = -GcV, r 11 = 2.2GA ]11] awl a 11 = l.OA ]2:J]. Following [26[. 
t.lH• paraml't.<•rs of qna<lrnpolP a.u<l h<'X<ul<•capol<' <ldonuation \n'l"l' takt•u 
to h<' eqnal to /"3:.!·= -0.23 aml tJ4 = 0.02 for ohlate .Yr1 1" awl .1:.! = 0.40 awl 
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{34 = 0.06 for prolate Na26· The results in Figs. 1-3 arc presented in tlH• 

form of the strength function [25] 

bm(E>-p.,w) = L;w;"B(EAfl,gT ~ w1)p(w- w1) (G) , 
with the weight factor p(w -w,) = .J.(w wd~l"/'i'. Here, B(EA11,gr 'w,) 

is the reduced probability of the EAjl transition from the ground stat(' 

to the one-phonon state Wt, .6. is the averaging parameter (to lw C'qnal to 

0.05eV in the present calculations). 
The results for El excitations are depicted in Figs.l and 2. Th<' strength 

function br(ElJ-L,w) is given for two cases: with and without the r<'sidnal in

teraction. In the latter case, K:~AI-') = 0 and El excitations are det.cnuiHPd by 

particle-hole transitions of noninteracting valence df'rtrons. ThPIL t h<' E 1 

resonance is localized in the region 0.8-1.8 eV that is much lmvcr than the 

experimental values (experimental data \27] exhibit the two peak struchtn' 

with the energies 2.56 and 2.94 for Na 18 and 2.29 and 2.93 cV for Na 2c,). 
The energy 0.8-1.8 e Vis a typical energy interval betwN'tl neighbour sht'lls. 

This interval corresponds to El transitions with !:J.JV.~h = 1 wlwn' .N_, 11 is tlw 

principal shell quantum number. The sclf-consist<'nt residual intPractiou 

shifts the resonance towards the energy 2.G-3.3 eV which is in a.ccordanc(' 

with the experimental values. As is seen from the Figs.! and 2, tlH' defor

mation of clusters leads to the same picture as in atomic nuclei. Namely, in 

prolate N a25, the small peak corresponding to vibrations of electrons along 

the z-axis of the spheroid has lower energy as compared with the large peak 

corresponding to vibrations of electrons along the x- and y-axcs. In oblate 

Na 1s, the opposite picture takes place. Due to the deformation splitting, 

resonances in Na 18 and Na26 demonstrate the suhst.a.nt.ial Landau damp

ing. The experimental deformation splitting is \vell reproduced although 

this is mainly a merit of the single-particle scheme. The analysis of th(' 

structure of the main peaks shows that these peaks are composed from 

many particle-hole excitations, i.e., have a collective na.tun·. 

Figs.l and 2 show that El excitations ha.ve pronouiH:ed high-energy 

peaks which arc well separated from the main El resonance. TlwsP peaks 

exhaust a large amount, up to 30%, of the model-iwh·pcndent. energy

weighted sum rule which somewhat overestimates the experimental vahw 

10-20%. In spite of this discrepancy, the existence of tlw high-energy peaks 

seems to be reasonable. This is a peculiarity of MC that the long-rang<' 

Coulomb forces promote the interaction between remote electrons and thus 

favour !:J.N6 h = 3. 5, ... transitions and formation of the high-etwrgy p<'aks. 

The high-energy strength seems to be maximal in clusters of a modentt(' 

size (from tens to several hundred of atoms). Small dusters have not 

enough number of shells to provide noticeable high-energy st.n•ngth. On 
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the other hand. in very large clusters the energy intervals between shells 

arc too small to result in any sizable !::J..N.sh effects. 
In Fig. 3, the strength functions bo(E2p.,w) for E2 excitations in Na26 

arc presented [25]. For the first time, the calculations were performed 

by taking into account the fragmentation of the E2 strength. It is seen 

that the unperturbed (particle-hole) E2 excitations are mainly formed by 

E2(D.N,h = 2) transitions with the energy about 2 eV. The residual in

teraction shifts the strength to the energy 3.5 eV. The important point is 

that E2 G R is not much fragmented so that this G R has a good chance to 

he measured in the (c,e') reaction. 
We sec that, in spite of numerous interesting peculiarities mentioned in 

the onset of this subsection, EA. GR in MC and atomic nuclei are rather 

similar. One can expect more differences for orbital MA GR. In MC, 

the decoupling of orbital and spin degrees of freedom and possibility to get 

considerable orbital moments in large clusters can lead to a new interesting 

physics. The fluid-dynamical models derived in nuclear physics (see, e.g. 

[7,28-32]) can be effectively used in this field. 

4 Fullerenes, helium clusters and quantum dots 

Let us briefly consider other members of the SFS family: fullerenes, 3 He 
and 4 He dusters and quantum dots. 

Fullerenes. A bout ten years ago a unique experimental technique 

wa.''l developed to produce atomic clusters of virtually any element of the 

Mendeleev's table. The most surprising results were obtained for carbon. 

It turned out that begirming from N=40 only clusters with an even num

ber of atoms are stable. These carbon clusters have been named fullcrcncs. 

The duster C60 turned out to be especially stable, which allowed one to 

consider N=60 as a magic number and to announce C6o as a fourth state 

of carbon together with diamond, soot and graphite. This cluster has the 

exotic form of a football, i.e., of a sphere with the radius of 4A and with 

the 3A hole inside. The general information about fullcrenes can he found 

in refs. [1,33-35[. 
The carbon atom has four valence electrons: three with strong a bounds 

and one with a weaker 1f bond. In C6o, the 'if-electrons form a subsystem of 

60 interacting electrons. They determine such important properties of the 

fullerene as ionization potential and conductivity. In analogy with MC, the 

rest ionic subsystem of C,o (including the 180 deeply bound d electrons) 

can be considered in a good approximation as a uniformly charged jellium. 

The external ionic: potential and the interaction between 1f -electrons create 

the self-consistent mean field for the 60 1f -electrons. This mean field is 

exhibited in Fig.4 [36]. 
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Collective translations of the 7r ~electrons with respect to the ionic jdlium 
form El GR. This GR has recently been obsf•rved in cr_vstallinc C60 around 
6-7 eV exhausting about 1/2 of the integrated 7r cN·illator strength [37,38]. 
Besides the El GR. formed by thf' ;r-elPctrons, another broad rf'soH<Ulcc at 
about 25 eV has been ohserved and interpreted as the El GR formf'd hy 
all the valence electrons ( n- + a ell'ctrons). This resonance has also he('ll 
observed at about 20 eV in photon ionization experiments on frcl' C'rw [39]. 

Both the n- and n + a El GR. hav(' been calculated within different 
approaches widely used in nuclear theory: SR.1v1 and RPA (sec. for example. 
[36,40,11]). The results of t.h<• HPA calculations for the n 81 GR arT 
presented in .F:ig.5 [36]. It. is interesting that these rf'sults pradit·ally do 
not depend on the thickness of the C6o svhcrc. This means that til(' n E.! 
GR if:l mainly of the f:lluface nature. It is worth noting also a larg(' amount. 
up to 33%, of the "spill-out" electrons in C60 [36]. 

Fullerenes attract much attention now. To a large extent, this is cou· 
nected with possible new carhon-ha.~ed technologies (fullercne-escap~:mlat.e(l 
atoms, dope(l fullereiH' cages 1 buckytuhes, superconductors, lmckyfihers, 
etc. 1[35]) and with tht> observation of the high-t.PinJWrat.nrc SUJWrcondw:
tivity (18-28 K) in the metals obtained by dopting: C6o with alkali at.oms 
(see, e.g., [42]). 

Helium clusters. There are two kinds of helium clusters: (a) colkc
t.ions of :!He atoms. i.e .. of fcrmions, and (b) collect. ions of '1Hc atoms. i.e .. 
of bosons [1 ,6,43]. Helium atoms form a self-consistent field with the cor('
sponding shell structure. For cxamplf', in 3 He droplf'ts the shell closures 
agree with the harmonic oscillator scheme up to I\=168 [6,44]. Unlike 11C 
and fullerencs, th(' particles moving in a mean field of helium clust.<'rs arc 
not. valence electrons but lwlium atoms. The CXJH'rimenta.l investigation of 
helium dusters is still in its infancy. Tlw main trouble is that. hdimu clus
ters a.rc very weakly bound (for example, the binding: enrrgy is about. 1.5 
K (or 10-4 eV) in :o,He clusters awl still less in 4 He clusters) which makes 
their ionization ;uJCl -;u\)sequcnt. detecting very difficult.. So, our prcseut 
knowledge of helimn dusters, including t.hPir shell st.ruct.nre, is hased Oil 

theoretical studiPs. 
The mean field of hdiurn dusters is oht.aincd in closP ~imilarit.y with 

the Hartree-Fock mean field calculated in atomic nuclei on the basi:-; of t.h(' 
Skyrme functional. for example, in [6,44] the self-cousi~t.I'Ut. m<'an fi<'ld 
of 3 He cluster~ was obtained in the framework of the recently dev('lOIH'd 
effective energy functional ('Illploying a reali~t.ic finite rangP iut.eracl.iou 
between helium atoms. In [45,46], the starting point. for the mean field 
was the effective 3J!e .:_3 He interaction proposed in [47]. This IIH'an firld 
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together with the corresponding part ide density is J)fesC'ntPd in Fig.() [4:5]. 
It is seen that the single-particle potPntial in lwlinm dush'rs ha~ V('f_\' largr 
diffusen(•ss. The surface eff<•cts in a He dusters an· so large that t.hc clnsters 
nPed several thousaud atoms in order to n•duce. for <'xample, thr snrfa<'(' 
contribution to the mass formula to about 10(/{. [43]. 

The El GR. is absent in lwlium dustf'rs siw:e t hi" system f'onsists of 
particles of olle sort. For calculations of }_,"), ().. = 0. 2. 3, ... ) G R, SR?-.'1 awl 
RPA are again used [6.44-46,48]. In Fig.7, the results of calculations v.:ithin 
the SRI\! for EO and E2-E10 GRin "He clusters an• ]n·es<'nted [40]. 

As compared wit.h atomic miclf'i, ~·1C and fullerPnes. the study of GR 
in helium dusters reveals at. l<·ast four ue\v possihilitiPs: (i) t.he compari
son of GR in quantum s~rs.t<·ms with fermion and boson statistics, (ii) thP 
peculiarities of GR iu a onf'-componeut quantum system. (iii) t.lw ~t.nd.r of 
GRin very large quantum systt!IUS (one can produce helium rlust(•rs \Vit.h 
the number of atoms ~Y > Hf') and (iiii) the study of GH in :-.yst.erw:> 'vith 
strong surface pfff'cts. 

Besid1~s GR~ then• are other interesting hranchPs of the lwlium-du~t.er 
physics. First of all, investigation of the difference between :! He and 1 He 
dusters, causrd hy different quantum statistics. It. is known, for examplr, 
that 1 He dusters arc ahva.vs hound while :1 H r' clusters nef'd a minimum 
nnmhcr of atoms (about ::\=30) to give binding. OthPr intcrsting probl('lll 
is connPct.cd with possihlP superftuidity in helium clusters. 

Quantum dots . .!'vlodern experimcnt.al technique allows one Lo create 
at. a semiconductor intPrface (by periodic etching or gating) little quasi
two-dimensional disks, typically ""'1000A. in diameter and confining 2-200 
Plcctrous (see, e.g., [8]). At. sufficiently low temperatures, the mean free 
path of these electrons is larg<'r than the disk diameter, t.hus l<'ading t.o 
quantization of t.hf' syst Pill. TlH'S<' struct.un~s are called quantum <lots. 
Clearly, they can lw (·onsidcrcd as t.wo-dinH·nsional dust.ers [2]. 

Quantum dots exhibit. El GR as translations of ekct.rous with respect 
to tlH~ disk. Th<' Ps~Put.ial featun• of E1 GR in a quantum dot is that. its 
excitation Pnergy does not dqwnd on the Hmilhf'r of d!~drons, i.P., is not. 
influcuccd hy the Plf•ct.ron-clcctron intf'ract.ion [49]. This rather surprising 
feature is explained by the fact that t.hl' singlc-par1.icl<' pot.m1t.ial confining 
electrons is of the harmonic oscillator form in the .r -- y plane. It can lw 
shown that., if the Hamiltonian consists of the oscillator mean fidd and th(' 
residual int.cr;u·tion (\vhich dcpcwls onl.v ou the relative (list.ance het\ve<'Il 
ded rons~ the Conloml J int eract.ion in our case), t lwn the system will ahsorh 
light only at. the os('illator frequency [SO-::i2]. This rnlP has been general
izPd in [J 1] for t.he pres<'ne<• of the magudic field as wdl: the n•sommce 
fn·<pt0nci<'s in t.h1: rwtgndo-opt.ical absorption spt~ctrum of a. qnanf.tun dot. 
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with parabolic ('OIJiiiH'mcnt. an' indepcndeut of the f'lectrou-el<'ctron in

t<'rctction and arc given ·by t.he _c;inglc-electron transition freq\H'nries. The 

calculations for El GRin [50-52] ha\'c been pt>rformed within the H.PA. 

5 Conclusions 

The nc>v family of SFS (metal dusters, fullf'renc~•- 31-Je aud 4}Jr clusters 

and quantum dots) discovf'rf'd about ten year~ ago increases much our 

possibilitif's for investigation of both g;r•neral aud particular properties of 

Fermi syst.('Jlls. TogdJwr with nuclei rmd atoms we have now a wide variety 

of SFS: 
\vith stroug- (nuclei) and Coulomb (atoms ,md ucw SFS) intcradion; 

consisting of fPrmions and hosons (l He aud 1 I-ff· clusters); 

two-dimensional (quantum dots) and three-dimensional (other SFS); 

with very laq_~T numbers of particles (:~viC and helium clusters); 

with mod('ratt' (nnclf'i, I\:IC) and strong (helium dusters) diffuseness 

of the surface: 
saturated (nuclei and fvlC) and with behavior of quantnm gas (atoms); 

of exotic form (6°C); 
one-component (hdium clusters) and two-cmnponcnt (other SFS). 

All these SFS have a common property: the mean path of their particles 

is of the .r.;ame order a,o.; the sizP of tlH~ s.vstem, which creates conditions fur 

quantization of the sy.st-('JU and forming t.llf' mean fidd like in atomic nndei. 

Exn·pt atoms, all thPsP systPm.s possess tlw saturation prop<'rty (nearly 

constant <knsit.y). This allows OIH' to use for their study the powerful 

potential of nuclear theoretical physics. 
This talk is onl.Y a brief sk('t.ch oft he properties of tlw nnv SFS with the 

aim to pn'sPnt the first information and to attract at-tention to this really 

PXci t.ing fiel(L \V<' b('licve that the appearanc(' of the new family of the SFS 

as well as the possibility to US(' for their investigation the large experience 

of unclear physic~ provide ver.y favourable conditions for investigation of 

fundanwnt.al propertiPs of Fermi systems and will lead to discoveries of 

fundamental charact-er. The di.scnvcry of supershdls is the first example. 

It should also he mcntionf'd, that new SFS are very promissing for prac

-tical application:-;. There arc interesting possibilities for aerosols, powder 

technologies, catalysis, superconductivity, etc .. The nanometer size of the 

new SFS is typical of the modern microelectronics. 
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